
BASIC MASSAGE FOR ALL        15 MINUTES 15€
The massage zones are upper back, neck, head and face. It is basic massage for pain relief and 
relaxation.

EL RAPIDO, FOR MEN ONLY        20 MINUTES 35€
This massage goes around erogenous zones in the pelvic girdle area and the crotch with the 
stimulation of the sacrum point (male G-spot) in the region of so called root chakra and continuous 
with 20 sorts of lingam massage techniques. This massage causes a high level of arousal and a high 
climax.

SENSUAL CLASSIC          30 MINUTES 60€     
           45 MINUTES 70€ 
The most likeable and most frequently chosen massage by our clients is Geisha classics. This 
massage technique begins with warming a body by using the elements of Asian acupressure and 
classical massage. This massage then turns into stimulation of erogenous zones with aromatic oils, 
which leads to complete relaxation of a client.

BODY 2 BODY MASSAGE        30 MINUTES 70€
           45 MINUTES 90€
           60 MINUTES 110€
As the name implies, it is a type of massage when masseuse has a direct body contact with the body 
of a client. Aromatic oils contribute to a more sensual sliding of body to body, which leads in the 
ecstasy of harmony and unforgettable feelings. The masseuse pays attention to each and every part 
of your body. Main specialty of this massage is direct exchange of energy, which gives to the touch 
even more electrified and magical.

COUPLE MASSAGE          45 MINUTES 150€
Invite your partners to experience totally new type of massage in pair. In romantic atmosphere and 
with the help of massage oil our masseuses will show you the magical charm of erotic massage for 
couples. This type of massage contributes not only to the better well-being and relaxation but also 
deepens partnership ties and mutual understanding of body language. (Please book 1 day in 
advance.)  
 
SYNCHRONOUS 4-HANDED MASSAGE       45 MINUTES 120€ 
Attractive enrichment of our services offers you an option, where two masseuses perform 
synchronous massage of whole body, starting with a tender caressing, which leads to acupressure, 
then oil massage which ends with a strong erotic charge.

CLASSIC FOR WOMEN ONLY        45 MINUTES 45€
This massage is intended only for female sex, which focuses on the massage of feet, legs, back, 
buttocks and pays special attention to breasts and neck massage. This relaxes muscle tone, increase 
blood circulation and stimulate the hormones of comfort.

SENSUAL FOR WOMEN ONLY        60 MINUTES 80€
The massage itself starts with the elements of a classic massage, continues with an oil massage and 
in the second part proceeds to the parts of the body knows as erotic zones, which provide pleasure 
as well as relaxation. The ending of the massage depends on the client herself.


